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Abstract

The quantified relevant logic RQ is given a new semantics in which a
formula ∀xA is true when there is some true proposition that implies all
x-instantiations ofA. Formulae are modelled as functions from variable-
assignments to propositions, where a proposition is a set of worlds in a rel-
evant model structure. A completeness proof is given for a basic quantifica-
tional system QR from which RQ is obtained by adding the axiom EC of ‘ex-
tensional confinement’:∀x(A∨B)→ (A∨∀xB), with x not free inA. Validity
of EC requires an additional model condition involving the boolean differ-
ence of propositions. A QR-model falsifying EC is constructed by forming
the disjoint union of two natural arithmetical structures in which negation is
interpreted by the minus operation.

1 Introduction
You can never arrive at a general proposi-
tion by inference from particular propositions
alone. You will always have to have at least
one general proposition in your premisses.

Bertrand Russell [17]

Kit Fine [10] showed that the quantified relevant logic RQ is incomplete over
Routley and Meyer’s relational semantics with constant domains. In its place he

∗The authors are grateful to Bob Meyer, Kit Fine, Mike Dunn, Ross Brady, Neil Leslie, and Greg
Restall for discussions about the topic of this paper.
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developed [9] an increasing domain semantics over which RQ is complete, and
for which a model includes a set of frames which are related to one another by a
number of relations and operators. This semantics is powerful and ingenious.

But Fine’s semantics is very complicated. Since it was produced it in the mid-
1980s relevant logicians have wanted to simplify it. J. Michael Dunn and Greg
Restall say [7, p 83]:

[I]t must be said that while the semantic structure pins down the be-
haviour of RQ and related systems exactly, it is not altogether clear
whether the rich and complex structure of Fine’s semantics is neces-
sary to give a semantics for quantified relevance logics.1

To those of us who have seriously attempted to simplify Fine’s semantics, it is be-
coming clear that the “rich and complex structure” is in a certain sense necessary.
The elements of the theory seem to work in concert with one another and eliminat-
ing even one operator or relation seems to make the entire structure collapse. Thus,
in order to create a simpler semantics for quantified relevant logic we need to take
an alternative approach.

In this paper, we take an alternative approach.2 The idea comes from the proof
theory for quantified relevant logic. We start with the schema,

(UI) ∀xA→ A[τ/x],

and the rule,

(RIC)
` A→ B
` A→ ∀xB

(restriction on the rule:x does not occur free inA). The truth condition of the
present theory draws on both UI and RIC. Here is an informal paraphrase. For the
sake of simplicity we will only look at the case in whichA has at most the one
variablex free. Our truth condition says:

‘∀xA’ is true at a worlda if and only if there is some propositionX
such that (i)X entails thatAholds of every individual and (ii)X obtains
ata.

Thus, in order to incorporate RIC into the semantics, we add propositions to the
model theory. A proposition is a set of worlds. As we shall see soon, not every set

1Restall also says [14, p 5]: “The groundbreaking work of [9] is formally astounding but philo-
sophically opaque”.

2After seventeen years of trying to modify Fine’s semantics, Mares in particular is glad that an
alternative has suggested itself.
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of worlds is a proposition. A propositionX entails a propositionY if X is a subset
of Y and a propositionX obtains at a worlda if a is in X. Thus, our truth condition
says that ‘∀xA’ is true ata if and only if there is some propositionX that is a subset
of any proposition expressed byA on any assignment ofx anda ∈ X. Clause (i)
of the truth condition reflects the rule RIC – i.e. that a proposition that entails an
arbitrary instantiation of a formula also entails its universal generalisation. Clause
(ii) ensures that each instantiation ofA is true ata if ∀xA is true ata – hence it
ensures that UI obtains.

Philosophers call propositions likeX “general propositions” or, more com-
monly, “general facts”. The existence of general facts has been supported by
Bertrand Russell [17, pp 101-103] and David Armstrong [2, ch 13]. We will not
present Russell’s or Armstrong’s arguments for general facts here, nor will we give
an argument for them that is independent of their use in the semantics. Rather,
we depend on their utility in the semantics to justify the claim that there are such
entities.3

This truth condition for the universal quantifier also has its origins, not only in
the writings of Russell and Armstrong, but in the Brouwer-Heyting-Komologorov
(BHK) interpretation of intuitionist logic. On the BHK interpretation, a universally
quantified formula∀xA(x) is proved if and only if there is a proof that takes any
objecti and returns a proof ofA(i). The propositions in our frames are analogous
to proofs in the BHK interpretation. It is interesting that both Fine’s semantics
and the present theory borrow ideas from intuitionist logic. Fine’s truth condition
for the universal quantifier is essentially the condition from Kripke’s semantics for
intuitionist logic.

The most straightforward version of the semantics does not make valid the
“extensional confinement axiom”, viz.,

(EC) ∀x(A∨ B)→ (A∨ ∀xB),

wherex is not free inA. In order to make EC valid, we need an additional model
condition involving the boolean difference of propositions. In this paper we prove
soundness and completeness both for the logic QR which adds UI and RIC to an
axiomatization of the Anderson-Belnap system R, and for RQ which results by
adding EC to QR.4 We also construct a QR-model that falsifies EC, and indeed

3Moreover, it is not clear that our semantical theory is committed to a full metaphysics of general
facts in the sense of Russell and Armstrong. For, what propositions count as general propositions is
determined by the frame itself. Russell and especially Armstrong think that the generality of general
facts precedes any considerations of how they fit into a scheme that determines notions of possibility,
necessity, or logical entailment.

4Before going on, we should note that Ross Brady has also constructed two semantics for quanti-
fied relevant logics. The first is based on his own content semantics, rather than on the Routley-Meyer
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falsifies the weaker principle

(!) ¬∀x(A∨ B) ∨ A∨ ∀xB,

where x is not free inA. This construction involves certain arithmetical model
structures, which we call “Sugihara frames”, in which negation is interpreted by
the minus operation.

2 R Frames

We begin by introducing the notion of an R-frame, due to Richard Routley and
Robert Meyer [15].

An R-frame is a structure〈K,0,R, ∗〉, such thatK is a non-empty set (of “worlds”),
0 is a non-empty subset ofK (of “base worlds”),R is a ternary relation onK, and
∗ is a unary operator onK, which obey the conditions set out below, where

a ≤ b =d f ∃x(x ∈ 0 & Rxab).

F1 if a ∈ 0 anda ≤ b, thenb ∈ 0;

F2 ≤ is transitive and reflexive;

F3 if Rabc, thenRbac;

F4 if ∃x(Rabx& Rxcd), then∃x(Racx& Rxbd);

F5 Raaa;

F6 if Rabc, thenRac∗b∗;

F7 if Rbcdanda ≤ b, thenRacd;

F8 a∗∗ = a.

It follows from F6 that∗ is order-reversingin the following sense:

F6′ if b ≤ c, thenc∗ ≤ b∗.

frame theory (see [3,§13.2]) and the other uses relevant logic as an “interpretational metalanguage”
(ibid. §13.4). The latter was used mainly to show that RQ is conservatively extended by the addition
of Boolean negation.
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Let ℘K be the powerset ofK. Operations− and⇒ on℘K are defined by

−X = {a ∈ K : a∗ < X},

X⇒ Y = {a ∈ K : ∀b ∈ K∀c ∈ K((Rabc& b ∈ X) ⊃ c ∈ Y)},

for all X,Y ⊆ K. The operation− satisfies the De Morgan laws−(X∩Y) = −X∪−Y
and−(X∪Y) = −X∩ −Y, and is inclusion-reversing, i.e.X ⊆ Y implies−Y ⊆ −X.
Those fact require no special properties of∗. When∗ is involutary (F8), then so is
−, i.e.− − X = X.

A subsetX of K is hereditaryif it is closed upwards under≤, which means
that if a ∈ X anda ≤ b, thenb ∈ X. The set 0 will provide the interpretation of a
propositional constantt (see Section 4), so condition F1 states thatt is interpreted
as an hereditary set. This requirement is not strictly necessary, in thatt could be
interpreted as the upward closure of 0, but it makes some definitions and proofs
easier. The other conditions are the standard conditions for R-frames (see, e.g.,
[16, 1]).

If X andY are hereditary, then so too are−X, X⇒ Y, X∩Y and indeedX∪Y.

3 Propositions and Propositional Functions

Our semantics requires two other notions in addition to that of an R-frame – those
of a propositional function and a proposition. All the complexity in our theory, over
and above what is already present in the Routley-Meyer semantics, has to do with
the definitions of the sets of propositional functions and propositions. The “truth
set” of a formula is the set of worlds at which it is true. For our soundness proof
we need to show that every formula’s truth set is a proposition. An easy way to do
so would be to assume that every set of worlds is a proposition (or better, that every
hereditary set is a proposition), but then our theory would collapse into the constant
domain semantics, over which RQ is incomplete. Thus, to prove completeness we
define a class of general frames. In aid of this we close our set of propositions under
conditions that correspond to the truth conditions for the various connectives. We
need to include a set of propositional functions as well in order to state a closure
condition that corresponds to the truth condition for the universal quantifier.

The resulting theory is reminiscent of that of the functional polyadic algebras
of Paul Halmos [11]. Halmos’s propositional functions have the formIV → B,
whereI is a domain of individuals,V is a set of “variables”, andB is a Boolean
algebra whose members are thought of as propositions. In place ofB we take here
an algebra of hereditary subsets of an R-frame.5 ForV we take the setω of natural

5This suggests that our theory can be generalised, or further “algebraised”, by taking the set of
propositions to be an arbitrary de Morgan monoid.
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numbers. A memberf of the setIω of all functions fromω to I may be viewed as
an infinite sequence〈 f 0, . . . , f n, . . .〉 of elements ofI . Later we will view it as a
value-assignment to variables, assigning valuef n to variablexn.

Now fix an R-frame〈K,0,R, ∗〉. The operations∩, ⇒ and− on ℘K can be
lifted pointwise to operations on functions of the formIω → ℘K. If ϕ andψ are
two such functions, we define functionsϕ∩ ψ, ϕ⇒ ψ and−ϕ of the same form by
putting, for eachf ∈ Iω,

(ϕ ∩ ψ) f = ϕ f ∩ ψ f

(ϕ⇒ ψ) f = ϕ f ⇒ ψ f

(−ϕ) f = −(ϕ f ).

Next, fix a setPropof hereditary subsets ofK. ThenPropdetermines an oper-
ation

�
: ℘℘K → ℘K defined, for eachS ⊆ ℘K, by putting�

S =
⋃
{X ∈ Prop : X ⊆

⋂
S}.

In general
�

S ⊆
⋂

S, so
�

S is a lower bound ofS in the partially-ordered set
(℘K,⊆). If S ⊆ Prop and

�
S ∈ Prop, then

�
S is thegreatest lower boundof

S in (Prop,⊆). But it may be that
�

S < Prop even whenS ⊆ Prop. Note that if⋂
S ∈ Prop, then

�
S =

⋂
S. But it is also possible to have

�
S ∈ Prop while⋂

S < Prop, as an example in Section 5 will show.
For each functionϕ : Iω → ℘(K) we use

�
to define functions∀nϕ : Iω →

℘(K) for eachn ∈ ω. First, we introduce the notationf [ j/n] for the function that
“updates” a functionf ∈ Iω by assigning the valuej ∈ I to n and otherwise acting
as f :

f [ j/n] = 〈 f 0, . . . , f (n− 1), j, f (n+ 1), . . .〉.

Then we put
(∀nϕ) f =

�
j∈I
ϕ( f [ j/n]). (3.1)

Thus the definition of the operations∀n depends on
�

, and hence on the particular
choice of the setProp.

Now we define aQR-frameto be a structureK = 〈K,0,R, ∗, I ,Prop,PropFun〉
such that〈K,0,R, ∗〉 is an R-frame,I is a non-empty set (of individuals),Prop is a
set of hereditary subsets ofK, andPropFunis a set of functions fromIω to Prop,
such that the following conditions hold:

CProp 0∈Prop and if X andY are inProp, thenX ∩ Y ∈ Prop, X⇒ Y ∈ Prop and
−X ∈ Prop.

CTee: The constant functionϕ0, with ϕ0( f ) = 0 for all f , is in PropFun.
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CImp: If ϕ, ψ ∈ PropFun, thenϕ⇒ ψ ∈ PropFun.

CConj: If ϕ, ψ ∈ PropFun, thenϕ ∩ ψ ∈ PropFun.

CNeg: Ifϕ ∈ PropFun, then−ϕ ∈ PropFun.

CAll: If ϕ ∈ PropFun, then∀nϕ ∈ PropFunfor all n ∈ ω.

A QR-frame will be calledfull if Prop is the setPropK of all hereditary subsets of
K, andPropFunis the setPropFunK of all functions fromIω to PropK .

4 Models

Before we can define the class of QR-models, we need to set out our language.
Its alphabet consists of a countable sequencex0, x1, x2, . . . of distinct individual
variables; a setConof individual constants; a set of predicate letters, each with a
specified arity; the quantifier∀; the unary connective¬; binary connectives→ and
∧; parentheses; and a propositional constantt. The letters ‘x’ and ‘y’ will used
to designate arbitrary variables, and the letter ‘τ’ (often with subscripts) will be
used for individual terms (variables or constants). The usual formation rules apply.
We use ‘closed formula’ to denote formulae with no free variables and ‘formula’
to denote formulae whichmay have free variables (we also use ‘open formula’
sometimes to emphasise the possibility that a formula has free variables).

We may also make use of the following defined connectives:

A∨ B =d f ¬(¬A∧ ¬B)

A ◦ B =d f ¬(A→ ¬B)

A↔ B =d f (A→ B) ∧ (B→ A)

∃xA =d f ¬∀x¬A

The connective◦ is known as “fusion”. The notation [τ0/x0, . . . , τn/xn, . . . ] will
be used for the substitution operator that uniformly substitutes the termτn for all
free occurrences of the variablexn, for all n ∈ ω. This operator can be applied to
any formulaA to give a formulaA[τ0/x0, . . . , τn/xn, . . . ]. It can also be applied to
terms. The notation may be abbreviated to [τn0/xn0, . . . , τnp/xnp] to indicate that
the substitution alters onlyxn0, . . . , xnp, i.e.τn = xn for all n < {n0, . . . ,np}. We will
make particular use of operators of the type [c/x] that replace all free occurrences
of the variablex by the constantc, leaving all other variables unchanged.

A valuationon a QR-frameK is a functionV that assigns to each constant
c ∈ Con an elementV(c) of I , and to eachn-ary predicate letterP a function
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V(P) : In → Prop. Given such a valuationV, each f ∈ Iω determines a value
V fτ in I for each termτ, defined by puttingV f c = V(c) for each constantc
andV f xn = f n for each variablexn (this is the sense in whichf is a variable-
assignment). Then each termτ gets the valueVτ : Iω → I whereVτ( f ) = V fτ; and
eachatomic formula Pτ0 . . . τn gets the valueV(Pτ0 . . . τn) : Iω → Prop defined
by

V(Pτ0 . . . τn)( f ) = V(P)(V fτ0, . . . ,V fτn).

Thus the diagram

Iω
〈Vτ0,...,Vτn〉 //

V(Pτ0...τn) ''OOOOOOOOOOOOO In

V(P)
��

Prop

commutes, where〈Vτ0, . . . ,Vτn〉 is the product mapf 7→ 〈V fτ0, . . . ,V fτn〉.
The pair〈K ,V〉 is called aQR-modelon the QR-frameK if:

V(A) belongs toPropFunfor all atomicformulaeA.

Each model has a truth/satisfaction relationa |=V f A between worldsa ∈ K,
variable-assignmentsf ∈ Iω and formulaeA. This is defined for eacha and f
by induction on the complexity ofA. For this, let|A|V f =d f {b ∈ K : b |=V f A},
and write ‘xv f’ for the set ofx-variantsof a variable-assignmentf ∈ Iω. This is
the set of all thoseg ∈ Iω that differ from f only in their assignment tox. Hence

xnv f = { f [ j/n] : j ∈ I }. (4.1)

The inductive definition ofa |=V f A is as follows:

• a |=V f Pτ0 . . . τn−1 if and only if a ∈ V(Pτ0 . . . τn)( f );

• a |=V f t if and only if a ∈ 0;

• a |=V f A∧ B if and only if a |=V f A anda |=V f B;

• a |=V f ¬A if and only if a∗ 6|=V f A;

• a |=V f A→ B if and only if ∀b∀c((Rabc& b |=V f A) ⊃ c |=V f B);

• a |=V f ∀xA if and only if there is a propositionX such thatX ⊆
⋂

g∈xv f
|A|Vg

anda ∈ X.

These truth conditions can alternatively be given in a more functional form as the
following inductive definition of the “truth sets”|A|V f :
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• |Pτ0 . . . τn−1|V f = V(Pτ0 . . . τn−1)( f );

• |t|V f = 0;

• |A∧ B|V f = |A|V f ∩ |B|V f ;

• |¬A|V f = −|A|V f ;

• |A→ B|V f = |A|V f ⇒ |B|V f ;

• |∀xA|V f =
�

g∈xv f
|A|Vg.

Hence|A∨ B|V f = |A|V f ∪ |B|V f .
Each formulaA determines the function|A|V : Iω → ℘K such that|A|V( f ) =

|A|V f . The above equations for|A|V f then give

• |Pτ0 . . . τn−1|V = V(Pτ0 . . . τn−1);

• |t|V = ϕ0, the constantly 0-valued function;

• |A∧ B|V = |A|V ∩ |B|V;

• |¬A|V = −|A|V;

• |A→ B|V = |A|V ⇒ |B|V;

• |∀xnA|V = ∀n|A|V.

The last equation follows with the help of (4.1) and (3.1), showing that for all
f ∈ Iω,

(|∀xnA|V) f =
�

g∈xnv f
|A|V(g) =

�
j∈I
|A|V( f [ j/n]) = (∀n|A|V) f .

Corollary 4.1 Let A be an arbitrary formula. Then in any model,|A|V is a propo-
sitional function, i.e. belongs to PropFun. Hence|A|V f is a proposition, i.e. a
member of Prop, for all f∈ Iω.

Proof. The second conclusion follows from the first because any member of
PropFun takes its values inProp. So it suffices to prove the first conclusion, by
induction on the complexity ofA. ForA atomic, the result follows by the definition
of ‘model’. For A = t it follows by the condition CTee on the frameK . The
inductive cases for the connectives∧, ¬, →, and the quantifiers∀xn, follow by
CConj, CNeg, CImp, and CAll, and the above equations. �

A formula A is defined to besatisfied by the assignment f in the model〈K ,V〉
if a |=V f A for all base worldsa ∈ 0. A is valid in the modelif it is satisfied by
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every assignmentf ∈ Iω. A is valid in the frameK if it is valid in every model
based onK .

By unravelling the semantics of¬ and∀we obtain the following truth condition
for the existential quantifier:

a |=V f ∃xA if and only if for all X ∈ Propsuch thata∗ ∈ X there exists
b ∈ X andg ∈ xv f such thatb∗ ∈ |A|Vg.

More informally, this criterion fora |=V f ∃xA is that for every proposition X con-
taining a∗ there is some worldb in X with b∗ in some instantiation ofA. This
truth condition might seem rather counter-intuitive, but there is a way of making
philosophical sense of it. To do so, we take a detour into Dunn’s “compatibility”
interpretation of the star operator [6]. Let us say that two worlds are compatible
if one does not contain any information that is incompatible with the other. Thus,
for example, two worlds are incompatible if one says that a given object is red all
over at a particular time and the other says that it is green all over at that time.
Thena∗ can be understood as the≤-maximal world that is compatible witha. On
this interpretation, ‘¬A’ holds at a world if and only if no world compatible witha
makesA true.

Now let us say that propositionX is compatible with worlda, and thata is
compatible withX, whenX is true in some world that is compatible witha, or
equivalently, whenX is true ata∗. Then we may say thatX is compatible with
some other propositionY if X is true in some world that is compatible withY. This
means that there is someb in X such thatb∗ is in Y. (Froma∗∗ = a we get that if
X is compatible withY, thenY is compatible withX. ) In these terms the rule for
∃xA to be true ata can be expressed as follows:

every proposition compatible with A is compatible with some x-instantiation of A.

From a more algebraic point of view, we can define an operation
⊔

dual to
�

in
order to treat the existential quantifier:⊔

S =d f
⋂
{X ∈ Prop :

⋃
S ⊆ X}.

When S ⊆ Prop and
⊔

S ∈ Prop, then
⊔

S is the least upper boundof S in
(Prop,⊆).

Fact 4.2 a |=V f ∃xA if and only if a∈
⊔

g∈xv f
|A|Vg.

Proof. It is readily seen that the operation− on℘K obeys the De Morgan law

−
⋃

S =
⋂
{−X : X ∈ S}.
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From this it can be shown that

−
�

S =
⊔
{−X : X ∈ S}. (4.2)

For, the left side of this last equation is−
⋃
{X ∈ Prop : X ⊆

⋂
S}, which by the

previous equation is ⋂
{−X : X ∈ Prop& X ⊆

⋂
S}, (4.3)

while the right side of (4.2) is⋂
{Y ∈ Prop :

⋃
{−X : X ∈ S} ⊆ Y}. (4.4)

Now in general−X ⊆ Y iff −Y ⊆ X, so
⋃
{−X : X ∈ S} ⊆ Y iff −Y ⊆

⋂
S.

Moreover, by the double negation law− − Y = Y and the closure ofProp under−,
everyY ∈ Prop is of the form−X with X ∈ Prop, so (4.3) and (4.4) are identical,
proving (4.2).

Now by the definition of∃, the semantics of∀ and¬, the double negation law
and (4.2), we get

|∃xA|V f = −
�

g∈xv f
−|A|Vg =

⊔
g∈xv f

|A|Vg,

which is what we set out to prove. �

As in [15, Lemmas 2 and 3], we can show:

Lemma 4.3 (Semantic Entailment) In any model, a formula A→ B is satisfied
by f if and only if, for all worlds a in K, if a|=V f A, then a |=V f B, i.e. iff
|A|V f ⊆ |B|V f . �

Next we show that the satisfaction relation depends only on the value-assignment
to free variables. Two functionsf ,g ∈ Iω will be said toagree on the free vari-
ables of Aif f n = gn wheneverxn has a free occurrence in formulaA. This holds
vacuously ifA has no free variables.

Lemma 4.4 For any formula A, if f and g agree on the free variables of A, then
|A|V f = |A|Vg.

Proof. By induction on the complexity ofA.
If A = t, then|A|V f = |A|Vg = 0. If A is atomic, then the hypothesis is thatf

andg agree on every variable ofA, soV fτ = Vgτ for all termsτ occurring inA,
henceV(A)( f ) = V(A)(g). The inductive cases for the propositional connectives
are straightforward.
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If A = ∀xnB, then a variable is free inB only if it is free in A or equal to
xn. Hence for all j ∈ I , f [ j/n] and g[ j/n] agree on all free variables ofB, so
|B|V f [ j/n] = |B|Vg[ j/n] by induction hypothesis onB. Thus

|A|V f =
�
j∈I
|B|V f [ j/n] =

�
j∈I
|B|Vg[ j/n] = |A|Vg

as required. �

Now we consider conditions under which the present semantics collapses into
the Tarskian semantics for the universal quantifier:

Fact 4.5 If Prop contains all hereditary subsets of K, or if Prop or I is finite, then

a |=V f ∀xA if, and only if, for all x-variants g of f , a|=Vg A. (4.5)

Proof. The desired conclusion is that

|∀xA|V f =
⋂

g∈xv f
|A|Vg.

For this it is enough to show that
⋂

g∈xv f |A|Vg belongs toProp, since it is then
equal to

�
g∈xv f |A|Vg. Since{|A|Vg : g ∈ xv f} ⊆ Prop (Corollary 4.1), this will

certainly hold whenProp contains all hereditary sets, since the class of hereditary
sets is closed under arbitrary intersections. It will also hold whenProp is finite,
sinceProp is closed under finite intersections by CProp.

Finally, whenI is finite, then so isxv f = { f [ j/n] : j ∈ I }, hence so is{|A|Vg :
g ∈ xv f}, so again the results follows by closure ofPropunder finite intersections.

�

Note that when a model satisfies (4.5) it also satisfies the Tarskian semantics for
the existential quantifier:

a |=V f ∃xA if, and only if, for somex-variantg of f , a |=Vg A. (4.6)

Routley and Meyer in [15] defined arelevant quantificational model structureto be
a pair〈K , I〉 with K an R-frame andI a non-empty set of individuals. A valuation
ν on such a structure assigns an element ofI to each variable and constant, and
assigns to eachn-ary predicate letterP and each elementa of K ann-ary relation
ν(P,a) ⊆ In, subject to the requirement that

a ≤ b impliesν(P,a) ⊆ ν(P,b). (4.7)

This yields an inductively defined satisfaction relationa |=ν A, with the atomic case
given by

a |=ν Pτ0 . . . τn−1 iff 〈ντ0, . . . , ντn−1〉 ∈ ν(P,a),
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and the quantifier cases given by (4.5) and (4.6). A formula isvalid in the model
structure〈K , I〉 if it is satisfied at every base world in every such valuation on the
structure.

The formulas valid in〈K , I〉 in this sense are precisely those that are valid in our
sense in thefull QR-frame〈K , I ,PropK ,PropFunK 〉, wherePropFunK is the set
of all functions fromIω to the setPropK of all hereditary subsets ofK . To indicate
why: given a valuationν as above, for eachn-aryP we can defineVν(P) : In→ ℘K
by putting Vν(P)(i0, . . . , in−1) = {a ∈ K : 〈i0, . . . , in−1〉 ∈ ν(P,a)}. Then (4.7)
ensures thatVν(P)(a0, . . . ,an−1) belongs toPropK . Putting alsoVν(c) = ν(c) for
constantsc makesVν a valuation on the QR-frame. Then definingfν ∈ Iω by
fνn = ν(xn), we find that in general,|A|Vν fν = {a ∈ K : a |=ν A}. Moreover, any
member ofPropK of the form |A|V f is equal to|A|Vν fν for a unique valuationν on
the model structure〈K , I〉.

In [10] an example is given of a formula that is not derivable in the system RQ,
but is valid in all model structures〈K , I〉. Hence this formula is valid in all full QR-
frames. It is only by allowingProp to be a proper subset ofPropK that a complete
semantics for RQ itself can be obtained. However the schema EC is RQ-derivable
but not valid in some QR-frames (Section 11), so the class of QR-frames has to be
further restricted to obtain this complete RQ-semantics.

5 An Example: Sugihara Frames

We now give a construction of QR-models in which the semantics of∀ is non-
Tarskian. According to Fact 4.5, this will require us to use infinite sets forI and
Prop, and hence forK, and to ensure thatProp does not contain all hereditary
sets. The following is an outline of the construction that leaves a lot of the detailed
verification to the reader. Later in Section 11 we will adapt this to construct a
QR-model falsifying the axiom EC.

By a Sugihara framewe mean a structure〈K,0,≤, ∗〉 such that 0 is amember
of K (not a subset),≤ is alinear ordering ofK, and∗ is a unary operation onK that
is order-reversing (F6′) and involutary (F8). Natural examples include〈Z,0,≤, ∗〉,
where≤ is the usual ordering of the setZ of all integers, 0 is the number zero,
and x∗ = −x; as well as any subset ofZ that contains 0 and is closed under the
minus operation. In Section 11 we will make significant use of the 3-element
frame{−1,0,1}.

In any Sugihara frame the∗-operation defines an inclusion-reversing involution
−X = {a ∈ K : a∗ < X} on℘K as for R-frames. IfX is ≤-hereditary, then so is−X.

For eacha ∈ K, let [a) = {x ∈ K : a ≤ x} be the right-open interval starting at
a. Then−[a) = {x ∈ K : a∗ < x}, while [a) ∩ [b) = [max(a,b)) and [a) ∪ [b) =
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[min(a,b)). If X is hereditary, then [0)⊆ X iff −X ⊆ X. We will turn the Sugihara
frame into an R-frame in which the set [0) ofnon-negativeelements is the set
of base worlds.6 The setH of all hereditary subsets ofK forms a chain under
inclusion: the linearity of≤ ensures thatX ⊆ Y or Y ⊆ X for all X,Y ∈ H . In this
situation there is a natural operation⇒ onH introduced by Takeo Sugihara in the
1950’s:X⇒ Y is −X ∪ Y if X ⊆ Y, and−X ∩ Y otherwise. Then [0)⊆ X⇒ Y iff
X ⊆ Y. The structure

〈H ,D,−,⇒,∩, [0) 〉

is a logical matrix for propositional logic in which the setD of designated elements
is {X ∈ H : −X ⊆ X} = {X : [0) ⊆ X}; the operations−,⇒,∩ interpret the
connectives¬,→,∧; and [0) is the value of the constantt. This matrix validates all
theorems of the propositional logic RM, obtained by adding the “mingle” axiom
A→ (A→ A) to Anderson and Belnap’s propositional logic R (see [5]).

To define a ternary relationR on K we use the fusion operatorX ◦ Y = −(X⇒
−Y) associated with⇒. This hasX ◦ Y = X ∩ Y when X ⊆ −Y, andX ◦ Y =
X ∪ Y otherwise. It follows readily that fusion is commutative, and monotonic in
each argument. Using the validity of RM-theorems inH we can establish other
properties of◦, including that it is associative.

Define a binary operation• on K by puttinga • b = max(a,b) if b∗ < a, and
a • b = min(a,b) otherwise. Then in fact [a) ◦ [b) = [a • b). Put

Rabx iff x ∈ [a) ◦ [b) iff a • b ≤ x.

The structure〈K, [0),R, ∗〉 proves to be an R-frame whose ordering, defined by the
condition “∃x(x ∈ [0) & Rxab)”, turns out to be the original linear ordering≤ of
the Sugihara frame. The demonstration of all this involves some lengthy but fairly
routine reasoning. We illustrate by sketching the proof of “Pasch’s law” F4. If
RabxandRxcd, then [x) ⊆ [a) ◦ [b), and

d ∈ [x) ◦ [c) ⊆
(
[a) ◦ [b)

)
◦ [c) =

(
[a) ◦ [c)

)
◦ [b) = [a • c) ◦ [b).

Puttingz= a • c then givesRaczandRzbd.
A discreteSugihara frame is one meeting the following description. Its 0-

element is the number zero andK includes the setZ of integers;m∗ = −m for all
m ∈ Z; ≤ is the usual ordering when restricted toZ; and for eachm ∈ Z there is no
x ∈ K with m < x < m+ 1. Then−[m) = [−m+ 1) for all m ∈ Z. Moreover, each
x ∈ K − Z is either positively infinite:x > m for all m ∈ Z, or negatively infinite:

6It is also possible to study frames havingx∗ , x in general, so there is no “zero” element. Then
the base worlds would be given by the the setP = {x : x∗ < x} of positiveelements, which would
have−P = P, andP ⊆ X iff −X ⊆ X for hereditaryX.
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x < m for all m ∈ Z, and indeedx has one of these properties iff x∗ has the other.
We writeK∞ for the set of all positively infinite elements ofK. Note thatK∞ ⊆ [m)
for all m ∈ Z. The subcollection

PropZ = {K, ∅} ∪ {[m) : m ∈ Z}

of H is closed under−, ∩, and∪, and hence under the Sugihara operation⇒. If
K , Z, then this collection will not include all hereditary sets, since [x) < PropZ
whenx ∈ K − Z. Now define

K = 〈K, [0),R, ∗, I ,PropZ,PropFunZ〉,

where〈K, [0),R, ∗〉 is the R-frame defined from the Sugihara frame〈K,0,≤, ∗〉 as
above;I = ω; andPropFunZ is the set ofall functions fromIω to PropZ.

It is immediate thatK satisfies all of CProp, CTee, CNeg, CImp and CConj.
For CAll it suffices, by (3.1), to show thatPropZ is

�
-complete, i.e.

�
S ∈ PropZ

for everyS ⊆ PropZ, where
�

is the operation thatPropZ determines. This is
a matter of cases: if∅ ∈ S then

�
S =

⋂
S = ∅, while if S = {K} or S = ∅

then
�

S =
⋂

S = K. Otherwise, if there is a largest integerm having [m) ∈ S,
then
�

S =
⋂

S = [m); and finally, if there are arbitrarily large integersm having
[m) ∈ S, then

⋂
S = K∞, and so

�
S = ∅ since∅ is the only member ofPropZ

included inK∞.
This establishes thatK is a QR-frame. Now take a language having a single

unary predicate letterP, and defineV(P) : I → PropZ by puttingV(P)n = [n) for
all n ∈ ω. This gives a QR-model onK . If A is the formulaPx0, then for each
f ∈ Iω,

|A|V f = V(Px0) f = V(P)(V f x0) = [ f 0),

so thata |=V f A iff f 0 ≤ a, for all a ∈ K.
Now for eachg ∈ x0v f , with g = f [ j/0] for some j ∈ ω, we haveg0 = j, and

as above,|A|Vg = [g0) = [ j). Thus⋂
g∈x0v f

|A|Vg =
⋂
j∈ω

[ j) = K∞,

and so|∀x0A|V f =
�

g∈x0v f
|A|Vg = ∅. This means that ifa ∈ K∞, then for any

f ∈ Iω, we havea |=Vg A for all g ∈ x0v f but a 6|=V f ∀x0A. So if K , Z, and
henceK∞ , ∅, then the QR-modelK has non-Tarskian semantics for the quantifier
∀. Such aK can be constructed from any nonstandard model of the first-order
theory of the discrete Sugihara frame〈Z,0,≤,−〉. More simply we could just take
K = Z ∪ {−∞,∞}, where−∞ and∞ are two new objects having−∞ < m< ∞ for
all m ∈ Z.
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6 The Logic QR

The base logic of our semantics is called “QR” because it bears a strong resem-
blance to Meyer’s logic NR, which adds necessity to R.
Axiom Schemes

1. A→ A

2. (B→ C)→ ((A→ B)→ (A→ C))

3. (A→ (B→ C))→ (B→ (A→ C))

4. (A→ (A→ B))→ (A→ B)

5. (A∧ B)→ A

6. (A∧ B)→ B

7. ((A→ B) ∧ (A→ C))→ (A→ (B∧C))

8. ((A→ C) ∧ (B→ C))→ ((A∨ B)→ C)

9. A→ (A∨ B)

10. A→ (B∨ A)

11. (A∧ (B∨C))→ ((A∧ B) ∨ (B∧C))

12. (A→ ¬A)→ ¬A

13. A↔ ¬¬A

14. (A→ ¬B)→ (B→ ¬A)

15. t

16. A↔ (t → A)

17. (A→ (B→ C))↔ ((A ◦ B)→ C)

18. ∀xA → A[τ/x], where x is free for τ in A (i.e. τ is a constant, or is a
variable that does not become bound inA[τ/x].)
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Rules

(MP)

` A→ B
` A

` B

(Adjunction)

` A
` B

` A∧ B

(RIC)
` A→ B
` A→ ∀xB

, wherex is not free inA.

The next few lemmas show that QR contains many of the standard theorems of
first order logic.

Lemma 6.1 ∀x(A∧ B)↔ (∀xA∧ ∀xB) is a theorem of QR.

Proof. First we shoẁ ∀x(A∧ B)→ (∀xA∧ ∀xB):

1. ` ∀x(A∧ B)→ A Axioms 18, 5
2. ` ∀x(A∧ B)→ ∀xA 1, RIC
3. ` ∀x(A∧ B)→ B Axioms 18, 6
4. ` ∀x(A∧ B)→ ∀xB 3, RIC
5. ` ∀x(A∧ B)→ (∀xA∧ ∀xB) 2, 4, Axiom 7

Now we show the converse:

1. ` (∀xA∧ ∀xB)→ A Axioms 5, 18
2. ` (∀xA∧ ∀xB)→ B Axioms 6, 18
3. ` (∀xA∧ ∀xB)→ (A∧ B) 1,2, Adjunction, Axiom 7
4. ` (∀xA∧ ∀xB)→ ∀x(A∧ B) 3, RIC

Putting these two theorems together using the rule of adjunction, we obtain
` ∀x(A∧ B)↔ (∀xA∧ ∀xB). �

Lemma 6.2 The rule
` A
` ∀xA

(UG)

is derivable in QR.

Proof.
1. ` A hypothesis
2. ` A→ (t → A) Axiom 16
3. ` t → A 1,2, MP
4. ` t → ∀xA 3, RIC
5. ` t Axiom 15
6. ` ∀xA 4,5, MP
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�

Lemma 6.3 The following are theorems of QR:

(a) ∀x(A→ B)→ (A→ ∀xB), where x is not free in A;

(b) ∀x(A→ B)→ (∀xA→ ∀xB);

(c) A↔ ∀xA, where x is not free in A;

(d) ∀x∀yA→ ∀y∀xA;

(e) ∃x∀yA→ ∀y∃xA.

Proof.
(a) Suppose thatx is not free inA.

1. ∀x(A→ B)→ (A→ B) Axiom 18
2. (∀x(A→ B) ◦ A)→ B 1, Axiom 17
3. (∀x(A→ B) ◦ A)→ ∀xB 2, RIC
4. ∀x(A→ B)→ (A→ ∀xB) 3, Axiom 17

(b)
1. ∀x(A→ B)→ (A→ B) Axiom 18
2. ∀xA→ A Axiom 18
3. ∀x(A→ B)→ (∀xA→ B) 1,2, transitivity of →
4. (∀x(A→ B) ◦ ∀xA)→ B 3, Axiom 17
5. (∀x(A→ B) ◦ ∀xA)→ ∀xB 4, RIC
6. ∀x(A→ B)→ (∀xA→ ∀xB) 6, Axiom 17

(c) Suppose thatx does not occur free inA.

1. ∀xA→ A Axiom 18
2. A→ A Axiom 1
3. A→ ∀xA 2, RIC
4. A↔ ∀xA 1, 4, Adjunction

(d)
1. ∀x∀yA→ A Axiom 18
2. ∀x∀yA→ ∀xA 1, RIC
3. ∀x∀yA→ ∀y∀xA 2, RIC
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(e)
1. ∀x¬A→ ¬A Axiom 18
2. A→ ∃xA 1, Axiom 14
3. ∀yA→ ∃xA Axiom 18, 2
4. ∀yA→ ∀y∃xA 3, RIC
5. ∃x∀yA→ ∀y∃xA 4, RIC, fiddling

�

We also will need the following fact:

Fact 6.4 The following schemata are theorems of R (and hence of QR):

(a) (A→ B)→ (¬A∨ B);

(b) A→ ((A→ B)→ B). �

In our completeness proof we use the following variation on the rule RIC:

` A→ B[c/x]
` A→ ∀xB

(RIC(Con)),

wherec (an individual constant) is in neitherA nor B and x is not free inA. To
prove that RIC(Con) is derivable in QR, we first show the following lemma:

Lemma 6.5 ∀y(A[y/x]) → ∀xA is a theorem of QR if y does not occur free in A.

Proof.
1. ∀y(A[y/x]) → (A[y/x])[ x/y] axiom 18
2. (A[y/x])[ x/y] = A asy not free inA
3. ∀y(A[y/x]) → A 1,2
4. ∀y(A[y/x]) → ∀xA 3, RIC

�

Now we prove

Lemma 6.6 RIC(Con) is derivable in QR.

Proof. Given a proof sequence ending inA → B[c/x], wherec does not occur
in eitherA or B, let y be a new variable not occurring anywhere in this sequence.
Replacec throughout the sequence byy. The result is a new proof sequence whose
last member isA → B[y/x], sincec does not occur inA or B. Thusy does not
occur inA, so by RIC,

` A→ ∀y(B[y/x]).

Therefore, by lemma 6.5 and the transitivity of→, we obtaiǹ A→ ∀xB. �
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Corollary 6.7 The rule
` A[c/x]
` ∀xA

(UG(Con)),

where c is not in A, is derivable in QR.

Proof. This follows using RIC(Con), in an exactly parallel way to the derivation
of UG from RIC in Lemma 6.2. �

7 Soundness for QR

The proof that every instance of axioms 1-17 is valid over our semantics follows
the usual pattern [1, 16]. Thus we need to prove here that axiom 18 and RIC are
valid in QR-models. We make use of the result of Lemma 4.4 that|A|V f = |A|Vg

wheneverf andg agree on the free variables ofA.

Lemma 7.1 Let A be any formula and let x be free forτ in A. In any QR-model, if
g is an x-variant of f such that Vgx= V fτ, then|A[τ/x]|V f = |A|Vg.

Proof. By induction on the complexity ofA. The case of atomic formulae is
exemplified byA := Pxwith P a unary predicate letter. Then|A[τ/x]|V f = V(Pτ) =
V(P)(V fτ), while |A|Vg = V(P)(Vgx). The inductive cases for the propositional
connectives are straightforward.

Now let A be∀yB and assume that the result holds forB. First, if x is not free
in A, thenA[τ/x] = A, and f andg agree on the free variables ofA sinceg ∈ xv f,
so |A[τ/x]|V f = |A|V f = |A|Vg by Lemma 4.4.

The most intricate case is whenx occurs free inA = ∀yB. Thenx , y and
A[τ/x] = ∀y(B[τ/x]). Then sincex is free forτ in A, we must havey , τ andx
free forτ in B. Thus ify is the variablexn,

|A[τ/x]|V f =
�
j∈I
|B[τ/x]|V f [ j/n], and

|A|Vg =
�
j∈I
|B|Vg[ j/n].

But for any j ∈ I , f [ j/n] is an x-variant ofg[ j/n] sinceg ∈ xv f andxn = y , x.
Moreover, sincexn , τ we have (V f [ j/n])τ = V fτ = Vgx = (Vg[ j/n])x (as
x , xn). Hence by the induction hypothesis onB,

|B[τ/x]|V f [ j/n] = |B|Vg[ j/n]

for all j ∈ I . From the above, this implies|A[τ/x]|V f = |A|Vg as required. �
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Lemma 7.2 Axiom 18 is valid on the class of QR-frames.

Proof. Suppose thata |=V f ∀xA, andx is free forτ in A. Then, by the truth
condition for the universal quantifier,a |=Vg A, for all g an x-variant of f . In
particulara ∈ |A|Vg whereg is the x-variant of f defined byVgx = V fτ. But
Lemma 7.1 gives|A|Vg = |A[τ/x]|V f , soa |=V f A[τ/x].

Therefore, by the Semantic Entailment Lemma 4.3, axiom 18 is valid on the
class of QR-frames. �

Lemma 7.3 The rule RIC preserves validity on the class of QR-frames.

Proof. Suppose thatx does not occur free inA, and thatA → B is valid in all
models on QR-frames. We show thatA→ ∀xB is also valid. Consider an arbitrary
QR-model〈K ,V〉. Then for everyg ∈ Iω, by hypothesis and Lemma 4.3, we have
|A|Vg ⊆ |B|Vg. Now given an f ∈ Iω, if g is any x-variant of f , then f and g
agree on the free variables ofA, sincex is not free inA, and hence by Lemma 4.4,
|A|V f = |A|Vg ⊆ |B|Vg. Thus

|A|V f ⊆
�

g∈xv f
|B|Vg = |∀xB|V f .

By Lemma 4.3 again,f satisfiesA → ∀xB. Since f was arbitrary, the result
follows. �

8 Theories

We now turn to the proof that QR is complete over the class of QR-models. The
construction we use is a fairly standard Henkin-Lemmon-Scott-Routley-Meyer-
style canonical model construction.

We need a few definitions before we can state the relevant version of the Lin-
denbaum extension lemma. We use the notationΓ V ∆, whereΓ and∆ are sets
of formulae, to mean that there is someA1, ...,An ∈ Γ andB1, ..., Bm ∈ ∆ such that
`QR (A1 ∧ ... ∧ An) → (B1 ∨ ... ∨ Bm) (cf. [8]). The pair (Γ,∆) is said to beQR-
independent, or just independent, if and only if Γ 6V ∆. For example, if (Γ, {B}) is
independent, then by axiom 1 we must haveB < Γ.

A QR-theoryΓ is a set of formulae such that, for every formulaB, if Γ V {B},
thenB ∈ Γ. Note that ifA ∈ Γ and` A→ B, thenΓV {B}. Thus a theory satisfies
the following form of detachment:

if A ∈ Γ and` A→ B, thenB ∈ Γ. (8.1)
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A theoryΓ is prime if and only if for every disjunctionA∨ B ∈ Γ, eitherA ∈ Γ or
B ∈ Γ. Γ is regular if and only if it contains every theorem. We can now state the
extension lemma (the proof of which is due to Belnap – see [7]).

Lemma 8.1 (Extension)If (Γ,∆) is independent, then there is some prime theory
Γ′ such thatΓ ⊆ Γ′ and(Γ′,∆) is independent.

Note that this a fairly simple version of the extension lemma. We do not need
to show a fact that is often required in completeness proofs for first order logics.
That is, we do not need to show that, given an independent pair, we can extend to
an independent pair in which the first member is a prime theory that is∀-complete
(i.e. if it containsA[c/x] for every constantc, then it contains∀xA).

Corollary 8.2 If A is a non-theorem of QR, then there is a regular prime theoryΓ
such that A< Γ.

Proof. Suppose thatA is not a theorem of QR. Then (T, {A}) is independent,
whereT is the set of theorems of QR. Thus, by the extension lemma,T extends to
a prime theoryΓ such that (Γ, {A}) is independent, henceA < Γ. �

9 The Canonical Model

We now turn to the task of proving completeness. Our definition of the canonical
model extends that of [15] and [8]. The worlds of the model are prime QR-theories
and the set of individuals is the set of individual constants. For this purpose we
make the assumption from now that

the setConof individual constants isinfinite.

If this were not so, then we could conservatively add infinitely many constants to
our alphabet. Then a formula from the old language would be QR-derivable in the
new language if and only if it was already derivable in the old. This follows by a
standard argument, using the fact that in any proof sequence there are only finitely
many formulae, and any new constants can be replaced by fresh variables from the
infinitely many variables available in the old language (see the proof of Lemma
6.6).

The full description of the canonical model is as follows:

• K is the set of all prime theories of QR.

• 0 is the set of all regular prime theories of QR.
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• for all a,b, c in K, Rabcif and only if {A ◦ B : A ∈ a & B ∈ b} ⊆ c.

• a∗ is the set of all formulaeA such that¬A < a.

• For eachclosedformulaA, ‖A‖ =d f {a ∈ K : A ∈ a}.

• Prop=d f { ‖A‖ : A is a closed formula}.

• I = Con, the set of individual constants.

• For any f ∈ Iω, eachf n is a constant, so can be substituted for free occur-
rences of the variablexn. The result of applying this substitution to a formula
A is aclosedformula we denoteAf . Thus

Af = A[ f 0/x0, . . . , f n/xn, . . . ].

• For each formulaA, a functionϕA : Iω → K is defined byϕA f = ‖Af ‖.

• PropFunis the set of functionsϕA for all formulaeA.

• V(c) = c for all individual constantsc.

• WhereP is ann-ary predicate letter,V(P) : In→ Prop is defined by

V(P)(c0, . . . , cn−1) = ‖Pc0 . . . cn−1‖.

We now have the task of show that this structure is a QR-model. First, by
Routley and Meyer’s arguments [15, 16, 1], it can be shown that the conditions
F1–F8 hold, so we have an R-frame, and moreover that this frame satisfies

a ≤ b iff a ⊆ b.

To show that it is a QR-frame, we need to show thatProp andPropFunsatisfy the
closure conditions CProp-CAll.

Lemma 9.1 Prop satisfies CProp and CTee.

Proof. To show that 0 is inProp we only need to note thatt is in a prime theory
a if and only if a is regular. Thus 0= ‖t‖ ∈ Prop.

Closure ofPropunder∩,⇒ and− follows because the equations

‖A‖ ∩ ‖B‖ = ‖A∧ B‖

‖A‖ ⇒ ‖B‖ = ‖A→ B‖

−‖A‖ = ‖¬A‖
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hold for all formulasA, B. The proof of these are as given by Routley and Meyer.
For CTee, just note that the constant functionϕ0 hasϕ0 f = ‖t‖ = ‖t f ‖ for all f ,

soϕ0 is ϕt ∈ PropFun. �

Lemma 9.2 PropFun satisfies CConj, CImp and CNeg.

Proof. For anyf ∈ Conω, the substitution operator induced byf commutes with
the propositional connectives. ThusAf ∧ Bf = (A ∧ B) f , implying that‖Af ‖ ∩

‖Bf ‖ = ‖(A ∧ B) f ‖. But this says thatϕA f ∩ ϕB f = (ϕA∧B) f for any f , hence
ϕA ∩ ϕB = ϕA∧B ∈ PropFun, establishing CConj.

Likewise we can showϕA ⇒ ϕB = ϕA→B and−ϕA = ϕ¬A to establish CImp
and CNeg. �

Lemma 9.3 If the formula∀xA isclosed, then for all prime theories a,∀xA ∈ a if
and only if there is some proposition X∈ Prop such that a∈ X and X⊆ ‖A[c/x]‖
for all constants c. In other words,

‖∀xA‖ =
�

c∈Con
‖A[c/x]‖.

Proof. Suppose that∀xA ∈ a. SetX = ‖∀xA‖. Thena ∈ X ∈ Prop by definition,
so by axiom 18 and the detachment result (8.1),X ⊆ ‖A[c/x]‖ for all constantsc.

Conversely, suppose that there is someX ∈ Propsuch thatX ⊆ ‖A[c/x]‖ for all
constantsc, anda ∈ X. By the definition ofProp there is some closed formulaB
such that‖B‖ = X, soB ∈ a.

Choose a constantc that does not occur inA or B (rememberCon is infinite).
Now if 0 B → ∀xA, then ({B}, {A[c/x]}) is an independent pair, so by the Exten-
sion Lemma 8.1 there is a prime theoryΓ extendingB such that (Γ, {A[c/x]}) is
independent, henceA[c/x] < Γ, givingΓ ∈ ‖B‖\‖A[c/x]‖ contrary to hypothesis.

Thereforè B → A[c/x], so by Lemma 6.6,̀ B → ∀xA. Sincea is a theory
andB ∈ a, this implies∀xA ∈ a as desired. �

This last result enables us to prove:

Lemma 9.4 For any formula A and any n∈ ω, ∀nϕA = ϕ∀xnA. Hence PropFun
satisfies CAll.

Proof. Given f ∈ Iω, we defineAf \n to be the formula

A[ f 0/x0, . . . , f (n− 1)/xn−1, xn/xn, f (n+ 1)/xn+1, . . . ],
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obtained fromA by leavingxn alone and otherwise applying the substitutionf .
Then

Af \n[c/xn] = Af [c/n] , (9.1)

since each formula in this equation can be seen as arising fromA by substitution
of c for xn and f m for xm whenm, n. Also

∀xn(Af \n) = (∀xnA) f , (9.2)

since both formulas havexn bound and can be obtained fromA by bindingxn by ∀
and applyingf to the other variables. Now

(∀nϕA) f =
�

c∈Con
ϕA( f [c/n]) by definition of∀n and (4.1),

=
�

c∈Con
‖Af [c/n]‖ by definition ofϕA,

=
�

c∈Con
‖Af \n[c/xn]‖ by (9.1),

= ‖∀xn(Af \n)‖ by Lemma 9.3,

= ‖(∀xnA) f ‖ by (9.2),

= ϕ∀xnA f by definition ofϕ∀xnA.

Hence∀nϕA = ϕ∀xnA ∈ PropFun. �

This completes the proof that we have a QR-frame. Now to analyse the treat-
ment of atomic formulae:

Lemma 9.5 For all n-ary predicate letters P, termsτ0, . . . , τn−1, and variable-
assignments f∈ Iω,

(1) (Pτ0 . . . τn−1) f = P(V fτ0) . . . (V fτn−1).

(2) V(Pτ0 . . . τn−1) = ϕPτ0...τn−1.

Proof.

(1) The left side isP(τ f
0) . . . (τ f

n−1). But for i < n, if τi = xm, then (τi) f = f m =
V fτi ; and ifτi ∈ Con, then (τi) f = τi = V fτi .

(2) V(Pτ0 . . . τn−1) f = V(P)(V fτ0, . . . ,V fτn−1) by definition ofV,

= ‖P(V fτ0) . . . (V fτn−1)‖ by definition ofV(P),

= ‖(Pτ0 . . . τn−1) f ‖ by part (1),

= ϕPτ0...τn−1 f by definition ofϕ.
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�

Part (2) of this last Lemma shows thatV(A) belongs toPropFunfor any atomic
A, completing the proof that the canonical model is a QR-model.

Lemma 9.6 (Truth Lemma) For any formula A,|A|V = ϕA. Thus for all f ∈ Iω,
|A|V f = ‖Af ‖, and so for all a∈ K, a |=V f A iff Af ∈ a.

Proof. By induction on the complexity ofA.
If A is an atomic formulaPτ0 . . . τn−1, then|A|V = V(A), which isϕA by Lemma

9.5(2).
If A = t, then|A|V = ϕ0 which isϕA in this case.
If A = ¬B and inductively|B|V = ϕB, then|A|V = −|B| = −ϕB = ϕA.
The inductive cases of the connectives∧ and→ are similar.
If A = ∀xnB and|B|V = ϕB, then|A|V = ∀n|B|V = ∀nϕB, which isϕA by Lemma

9.4.
�

Theorem 9.7 (Completeness for QR)For any formula A, the following are equiv-
alent:

(1) A is a theorem of QR.

(2) A is valid in all QR-models.

(3) A is valid in all QR-frames.

Proof. Since every QR-model is based on a QR-frame by definition, it is evident
that (2) and (3) are equivalent. That (1) implies (2) follows by the soundness results
of Section 7.

If (2) holds, then in particularA is valid in the canonical model, so in that
model, for every regular prime theorya ∈ 0 and everyf ∈ Conω, Af ∈ a by
the Truth Lemma 9.6. If the free variables ofA are amongx0, . . . , xn for somen,
choose constantsc0, . . . , cn that do not occur inA (rememberConis infinite). Then
A[c0/x0, . . . , cn/xn] belongs to every regular prime theory, so is a QR-theorem by
Corollary 8.2. Hencè ∀x0 · · · ∀xnA by (repeated application of) the rule UG(Con)
(Corollary 6.7). Thereforè A by axiom 18. �

Note that this proof shows thatA is a QR-theorem iff it is valid in the canonical
QR-model iff it is valid in the canonical QR-frame.
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10 Extensional Confinement

QR is an elegant logic with an elegant semantics, but it has shortcomings. Most rel-
evant logicians would accept as valid any classically valid formula that is implication-
free. But in the next Section we will show that the thesis

(!) ¬∀x(A∨ B) ∨ A∨ ∀xB,

wherex is not free inA, is not derivable in QR,7 even whenA andB are atomic
formulae.

One way to ensure that we can prove (!) in our logic is to add the principle of
extensional confinement, that is,

(EC) ∀x(A∨ B)→ (A∨ ∀xB)

wherex is not free inA. Adding EC to QR yields Anderson and Belnap’s logic
RQ. We could of course add (!) directly, but it is more natural to add EC. Notice
that every axiom of QR has implication as its main connective. Relevant logicians
see a logic as codifying inference, not merely the laws that are true at every base
world. By the deduction theorem, each implicational theorem is equivalent to a
general rule of inference, that is, to a rule of inference that governs the behaviour
of formulae at every world in the frame. A disjunctive theorem, like (!), does not
codify a rule of inference in this sense.

We can make EC valid by appealing to Ross Brady’s result that RQ is con-
servatively extended by the addition of boolean negation [3,§13.4]. Using this
result, we can show that RQ is sound and complete over the class of QR-frames
that satisfy the condition that ifa ≤ b, thena = b and in which the set of proposi-
tions is closed under boolean complement, that is, ifX is a proposition then so is
K\X = {a ∈ K : a < X}.

For suppose that the class of propositions is closed under boolean complement.
Also suppose that

a |=V f ∀x(A∨ B),

wherex does not occur free inA. Then there is some propositionX such thata ∈ X
and

X ⊆ |A∨ B|Vg,

for all x-variantsg of f , i.e.

X ⊆ |A|Vg∪ |B|Vg

7This verifies a conjecture of the first author, made because the analogous formula in the modal
logic NR (i.e.¬�(A∨ B) ∨ ^A∨ �B) is not a theorem, and the two logics are very similar.
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and so
X\|A|Vg ⊆ |B|Vg.

But, if the class of propositions is closed under boolean complement,X\|A|Vg is
itself a proposition, that is,X ∩ (K\|A|Vg). But for anyg an x-variant of f , |A|Vg =

|A|V f by Lemma 4.4 sincex is not free inA. Thus, we have

X\|A|V f ⊆ |B|Vg,

for all g, x-variants of f . By assumption,a ∈ X. If a is also in |A|V f , then, by
the truth condition for disjunction,a |=V f A ∨ ∀xB. If a is not in |A|V f , then
a ∈ X\|A|V f and so, by the truth condition for the universal quantifier,a |=V f ∀xB,
hencea |=V f A∨ ∀xB.

This method is somewhat unsatisfactory, since it requires that boolean negation
be added to the semantics if not to the logic itself. If we do require that our seman-
tics be boolean, then we are admitting that relevant logic is somehow parasitic on
classical logic. However, using the above argument we can modify our semantics
to make it more like the boolean semantics and in so doing make EC valid without
going all the way to closing the class of propositions under boolean negation.

Define anRQ-modelto be any QR-model in which

X\Y ⊆
⋂

g∈xv f
|B|Vg implies X\Y ⊆ |∀xB|V f (10.1)

for all formulae∀xB, all X,Y ∈ Prop, and all f ∈ Iω. Note that (10.1) holds if
X\Y ∈ Prop, by the semantics of∀, but in general it may be thatX\Y < Prop.
Also, (10.1) is trivially satisfied when the model gives Tarskian semantics to∀, i.e.
when|∀xB|V f =

⋂
g∈xv f |B|Vg. In particular it holds under any of the hypotheses of

Lemma 4.5.

Lemma 10.1 In any RQ-model, for any world a and any formulae A and B with x
not free in A, if a|=V f ∀x(A∨ B), then a|=V f A∨ ∀xB.

Proof. Suppose thatx is not free inA and thata |=V f ∀x(A∨ B). Repeating the
above argument regarding the boolean semantics, there is anX ∈ Prop such that
a ∈ X and

X\|A|V f ⊆
⋂

g∈xv f
|B|Vg.

Since|A|V f ∈ Prop it follows from (10.1) thatX\|A|V f ⊆ |∀xB|V f .
If a ∈ |A|V f , thena |=V f A∨∀xB. But, if a < |A|V f , thena ∈ X\|A|V f ⊆ |∀xB|V f ,

so againa |=V f A∨ ∀xB. �
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Corollary 10.2 (Soundness for RQ)Every theorem of RQ is valid in all RQ mod-
els.

Proof. By the preceding lemma and the semantical entailment Lemma 4.3, EC
is valid in all RQ-models. �

Similarly to the notion of RQ-model, we define anRQ-frameto be any QR-
frame in which

X\Y ⊆
⋂
j∈I
ϕ( f [ j/n]) implies X\Y ⊆ (∀nϕ) f (10.2)

for all ϕ ∈ PropFun, all n ∈ ω, all X,Y ∈ Prop, and all f ∈ Iω.

Theorem 10.3 (Completeness for RQ)For any formula A, the following are equiv-
alent:

(1) A is a theorem of RQ.

(2) A is valid in all RQ-models.

(3) A is valid in all RQ-frames.

Proof. (1) implies (2) by Corollary 10.2, and (2) implies (3) because every model
on an RQ-frame is an RQ-model.

To show that (3) implies (1), we construct a canonical model for RQ in the
same way as for QR, taking the elements ofK to be the prime RQ-theories. The
resulting model has the property that any formula valid in it is an RQ-theorem. So
it suffices to show that the underlying frame of this model is an RQ-frame.

To show this, suppose that the antecedent of (10.2) holds in this frame for
certain suitableϕ,X,Y,n, f . By the canonical construction,Y = ‖A‖ for some
closedformulaA, andϕ = ϕB for some formulaB (possibly open). Recalling that
I = Con, we are thus supposing that for allc ∈ Con, X\‖A‖ ⊆ ϕB( f [c/n]), and so

X ⊆ ‖A‖ ∪ ‖Bf [c/n]‖ = ‖A∨ (Bf [c/n])‖

But by (9.1) and the fact thatA is closed and hence unchanged by substitution,

A∨ (Bf [c/n]) = A∨ (Bf \n[c/xn]) = (A∨ B) f \n[c/xn].

Now supposea ∈ X\Y. Thena ∈ X ⊆ ‖(A∨ B) f \n[c/xn]‖ for all c ∈ Con. But
(A ∨ B) f \n[c/xn] is a closed formula, so by Lemma 9.3,∀xn((A ∨ B) f \n) ∈ a, i.e.
∀xn(A∨ (Bf \n)) ∈ a. Hence by EC and detachment (8.1),A∨ ∀xn(Bf \n) ∈ a.

But a < Y = ‖A‖, soA < a, implying that∀xn(Bf \n) ∈ a. Using (9.2) we then
get

a ∈ ‖(∀xnB) f ‖ = (ϕ∀xnB) f = (∀nϕB) f

by Lemma 9.4. This proves thatX\Y ⊆ (∀nϕ) f , as required for (10.2). �
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11 Independence of EC

In Section 5 we constructed a QR-frameK = 〈K, [0),R, ∗, I ,PropZ,PropFunZ〉
from any discrete Sugihara frame〈K,0,≤, ∗〉. ThisK always satisfies (10.2) and
so is an RQ-frame. For, the only way it can have

⋂
I ϕ( f [ j/n]) , (∀nϕ) f is to have⋂

Iϕ( f [ j/n]) = K∞ , ∅ while (∀nϕ) f = ∅. But for anyX,Y ∈ PropZ, if X\Y is
non-empty it must contain some integer, and hence is not a subset ofK∞.

We can modify any suchK to a frame falsifying EC by taking an objectθ < K
and adding it as a new point toK with θ∗ = θ, but without adding{θ} to Prop. New
members ofProp are created by addingθ to each [m) while retaining [m) itself.
Then if, say,X = [0) ∪ {θ} andY = [0), we getX\Y = {θ} , ∅. There will be
cases where

⋂
I ϕ( f [ j/n]) = K∞ ∪ {θ} while still having (∀nϕ) f = ∅, so we get

X\Y ⊆
⋂

I ϕ( f [ j/n]) while X\Y * (∀nϕ) f . Actually we do not need any elements
of K∞ for this, so the new frame could just be a one-point extension ofZ itself.

However, although this approach provides a falsifying QR-model for EC, it
does not yield the stronger result that the weaker principle (!) is falsifiable. To
achieve that seems to require the addition of more points. One solution is to form
the disjoint union ofZ with a copy of the 3-element Sugihara frame

〈{−1,0,1}, {0,1},≤,−〉.

We take this copy on a setT = {ε∗, θ, ε} with T ∩ Z = ∅, θ∗ = θ, and the ordering
of T given byε∗ < θ < ε. The base worlds ofT areθ andε. Let RT be the ternary
relation makingT into an R-frame. Recall from Section 5 that this is characterized
by the binary operation• havinga • b = max(a,b) if b∗ < a, anda • b = min(a,b)
otherwise. This operation onT is given by the table

• ε∗ θ ε

ε∗ ε∗ ε∗ ε∗

θ ε∗ θ ε

ε ε∗ ε ε

from whichRT can be directly read off: RTabc iff a • b ≤ c.
Form ∈ Zwe continue to write [m) for the interval{x ∈ Z : m≤ x} in Z starting

at m. Let ZT = Z ∪ T, and for eachX ⊆ Z, let Xε = X ∪ {ε} andXθε = X ∪ {θ, ε}.
Define

Prop= {ZT , ∅} ∪ {[m)ε, [m)θε : m ∈ Z}.

For everyS ⊆ Prop we have
�

S ∈ Prop, where
�

is the operation thatProp
determines. There are two significant cases in addition to those of∅ ∈ S, S = {ZT}
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or S = ∅. If there is a largest integerm with one of [m)ε, [m)θε in S, then

�
S =
⋂

S =

[m)θε if θ ∈
⋂

S;

[m)ε if θ <
⋂

S.

Alternatively, if there are arbitrarily large integersm with one of [m)ε, [m)θε in S,
then
⋂

S ⊆ {θ, ε}, and so
�

S = ∅ since∅ is the only member ofProp included in
{θ, ε}.

If R is the ternary relation makingZ into an R-frame, put

K = 〈ZT , [0)θε,R+, ∗, I ,Prop,PropFun〉,

whereR+ = R∪ RT , ∗ is the union of the corresponding operations onZ andT,
I = ω, andPropFunis the set ofall functions fromIω to Prop.

The structure〈ZT , [0)θε,R+, ∗〉 is an R-frame, since the disjoint union of any
two R-frames satisfies F1–F8. Hence the ordering≤ of ZT induced byR+ is just
the disjoint union of the orderings ofZ andT. InK , we have−[m)ε = [−m+ 1)θε;
−[m)θε = [−m+1)ε; [m)ε ∩ [n)θε = [m)ε ∩ [n)ε = [max(m,n))ε; and [m)θε ∩ [n)θε =
[max(m,n))θε for all m,n ∈ Z. Together with−ZT = ∅, this shows thatProp is
closed under− and∩.

Then to show thatProp is closed under the operation⇒ defined byR+, it
suffices to show thatProp is closed under the fusion operationX ◦+ Y that R+

defines, sinceX⇒ Y = −(X ◦+ −Y). Fusion satisfies

X ◦+ Y = {z : (∃x ∈ X)(∃y ∈ Y)R+xyz},

is commutative, and has∅ ◦+ Y = ∅. InK we can show that

Xε ◦+ ZT = Xθε ◦+ ZT = ZT ◦+ ZT = ZT for all nonempty hereditaryX ⊆ Z;

[m)ε ◦+ [n)ε = [m)ε ◦+ [n)θε = [m• n)ε and [m)θε ◦+ [n)θε = [m• n)θε,

which gives the closure ofPropunder◦+. ThusK is a QR-frame.
Now take a language having two unary predicate letterP andQ, and define a

model onK by puttingV(P)n = [0)ε andV(Q)n = [n)θε for all n ∈ ω. Let A be the
formulaPx1, andB beQx0. Then for eachf ∈ Iω,

|A∨ B|V f = V(P)(V f x1) ∪ V(Q)(V f x0) = [0)ε ∪ [ f 0)θε = [0)θε,

since f 0 ≥ 0. Thus

|∀x0(A∨ B)|V f =
�

g∈x0v f
|A∨ B|Vg =

�
g∈x0v f

[0)θε = [0)θε.
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In particular,∀x0(A∨ B) is satisfied atθ∗ = θ, soθ 6|=V f ¬∀x0(A∨ B). But

|∀x0(B)|V f =
�
j∈ω
|B|V f [ j/0] =

�
j∈ω

[ j)ε = ∅,

and so|A∨ ∀x0B|V f = |A|V f = [0)ε. Henceθ 6|=V f A∨ ∀x0B, and altogether

θ 6|=V f ¬∀x0(A∨ B) ∨ A∨ ∀x0B.

Sinceθ belongs to the set [0)θε of base worlds ofK , this shows that (!) is not valid
in the QR-model〈K ,V〉. By the soundness of QR in QR-frames, it follows that (!)
is not derivable in QR, and hence nor is EC by Fact 6.4(a).

12 Further Modifications to the Semantics

RQ is known to have some very nice properties. We can use these properties to
make its semantics even more intuitive.

Meyer, Dunn and Leblanc [13] showed that RQ is characterised by the class of
its regular prime theoriesΓ that are∀-complete. Using this fact, we can modify the
definition of a frame as follows. We remove 0 as a primitive element of frames and
replace it with a set of worldsPW (for ‘possible worlds’). We can then define 0 as
the set of worldsa such that there is some worldb ≤ a that is inPW. We then take
a truth condition for the universal quantifier stating thata |=V f ∀xA if and only if
either the previous condition for RQ holds or there is a worldb ∈ PW, such that
b ≤ a andb |=Vg A for all g, x-variants off . We can then show that for any possible
world b, b |=V f ∀xA if and only if b |=Vg A for all g, x-variants off .

We can go even further. Meyer and Dunn [12] have shown that RQ is charac-
terised by the class of its regular, prime theoriesΓ that are∀-complete and that are
consistent. Thus, we can even require that for all worldsa ∈ PW, a = a∗. For any
world a = a∗, a |=V f ¬A if and only if a 6|=V f A. Thus, on this semantics the set of
possible worlds, considered in terms of the formulae that include only predicates,
individual variables and constants, parentheses,∧, ¬, and∀, are very much like
possible worlds in the classical sense.
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